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Islamic civilization and human rights 

Liberty and justice as an example 
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Introduction; 

Peace be upon prophet Mohamed and his family and friends, 

In fact and it is worth mentioning that the origin and foundation of Islamic civilization are human 

rights, as those rights are legal provisions, that the legalization proved they are in the sake of the 

individuals and the whole society, with balance without extremities or disturbance, including the 

whole life, to realize good and fixing the whole earth, hence Islamic rights are must obeyed 

obligations and provisions to all people, for them and on them for peace and good to cover earth. 

Quran is the basic source and origin for the legalization of those rights, Allah said “ We honored 

Adam’s sons, carried them in land and on sea, we blessed them with good things and preferred 

them over many of our creatures”. 

Also god said” don’t approach obscenities, the hidden and the shown, and don’t kill the self that 

Allah forbids unless you have the right to, that’s our recommendations may be u can rationalize”. 

Then he said” don’t approach the orphan’s money unless for his own good till he grows up, and 

seek justice when using the scales, we don’t overload the self unless we know it can, seek justice 

while talking or judging even if with relatives, and keep your promises, those are my 

recommendations may be you will remember”. His sayings the almighty god include the most 

important origins of the general human rights from the rights of dignity, justice and commitment 

to promises. 

The second source for the legalization of those rights is the honored sunnah (the prophet talks), 

the most important one is the farewell speech, that clarified the mistakes of not following those 

rights, so it is a whole complete document for human rights on earth till judgment day, also we 

can mention the paper in Al-Madina that was famous of including all Muslims and non Muslims 

rights, and with that legal laws the prophet friends and their followers worked with those rights, 

and upon that the Islamic civilization rose up, to be the greatest civilization on earth. 

May god lead us all to the good. 
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